Introducing Smile Coin Network
“Smile Coin empowers gaming companies to transact without the hassle of complex and onerous payment processing and gives users tools to optimize their profits.”

Nick Bucheleres
Smile Coin Co-Founder and Chairman
Powering the Future of Gaming

Every day, gaming companies and players have to deal with notoriously tricky banking and payment processes as a gateway to having fun. Controlled by a handful of large companies whose incentives are misaligned with our own, we experience constant hurdles and roadblocks to sign up, play, deposit, and withdraw winnings.

And, even if we get through the gates, our gaming data is hidden and often stolen, lost, or misused – and never viewable in a single dashboard or source of truth across our platforms.

All the while, progress in decentralized payment technology (De-Fi) and other open-source technologies like blockchain have shown that we can build systems that prioritize both gaming companies and users with a seamless way around payment processor restrictions across the globe. With new protocols and processes, there’s no longer a need to manage your way through the dark and hidden side of gaming.
Smile Coin is the first decentralized technology to enable users to track and manage gaming tractions across platforms within a single network. This new portfolio allows you to view your balances, transaction, and performance history across all platforms you interact with on the Smile Coin Network.

By bringing together the best features and tools through an advanced protocol, Smile Coin paves the way for tomorrow’s gaming ecosystems to have seamless payment processing and more insight into your gaming transactions.

As de-fi blockchain technology experiences, massive adoption in many fields — Governance, Identity, Internet of Things (IoT), asset-tracking, to name a few—the Digital Gaming space is underserved and represents a unique opportunity to transform legacy systems.

Smile Coin’s design offers distinct advantages over legacy networks, including transparency in performance, decentralized network, financing, and more.

Currency for Tomorrow’s Gaming Ecosystems
Many Games, One Network

Do you have the sovereignty to manage, analyze, and optimize your gaming data?

We doubt it. With daily fantasy sports, prediction platforms, online gambling, and other monolithic gaming networks, it’s nearly impossible to manage, analyze and optimize your winnings.

If you own a SMILE Wallet, you can connect to gaming platforms to manage, analyze, and optimize gaming profits across all of your games—all with a single currency.

Because the Smile Coin wallet is cost-effective, fast, and decentralized, gaming companies and users will process payments, deposits, and withdrawals in major global currencies to seamlessly participate in any jurisdiction.
The Single Global Gaming Currency

One platform isn’t enough to support the vibrant future of gaming applications. The jurisdiction restriction, lagtime on banking transactions, and inability to seamlessly integrate with other networks make it impractical and cumbersome to efficiently scale in real-world gaming use cases.

By bridging multiple platforms into a single network, Smile Coin allows multiple currencies to be processed and stored on a decentralized immutable gaming ledger. This blockchain system removes the roadblocks and hurdles from inoperable payment processors and other antiquated financial institutions.

Smile Coin will be able to scale even further in the future with planned roadmap features around identity, governance, security, and network performance.
AI-Power Your Gaming Portfolio and Returns

The Smile Coin Portfolio uses AI to analyze the profits and losses from all of the platforms you use Smile Coin on and suggests prediction strategies to optimize your profitability. Smile Coin is a next-generation blockchain protocol that unites an entire gaming platform network, allowing users to access an immutable personal gaming ledger. This transparency will enable users to manage, analyze, and optimize gaming profits.
Decentralized Payment Processing for Gaming

Smile Coin will scale even further in the future with planned roadmap features around identity, governance, security, and network performance. Financial institutions that serve gaming platforms are centralized. These legacy systems limit access, charge high fees, are inefficient, lack interoperability and transparency. De-Fi poses a challenge to the current ecosystem with design solutions to problems inherent in the traditional financial infrastructure.

Smile Coin is different. You don’t need to go through a bank or intermediary institution. This usage extends to streamlined financing for gaming businesses by providing a seamless alternative solution for payment processor restrictions around the globe.
The SMILE Coin

The SMILE coin functions govern and scale with three primary purposes: seamless payment infrastructure, decentralized finance protocol, and a unified personal gaming ledger.

**Seamless Payment Infrastructure**

Sovereign payment processing offers a seamless way around payment restrictions around the globe.

**Decentralized Finance Protocol**

Decentralized finance protocols for gaming companies are the guiding principle and core foundational architecture of Smile Coin.

**Unified Personal Gaming Ledger**

The heart of Smile Coin is an immutable gaming ledger—transparent with transactions for clear personal finance decision-making.
Founded by Some of the Gaming Industry’s Foremost Builders

Who’s Building Smile Coin?

Smile Coin is built by a team of passionate and committed systems designers, engineers, cryptographers, solutions architects, and researchers.

Founded by Nick Bucheleres and Taj Tarsha, it was created to solve high fees, slow payment processing, and unfair domestic banking regulations in the gaming industry. As a result, Smile Coin has fundamentally transformed the way businesses and users transact on gaming apps by developing next-generation blockchain technology for tomorrow’s gaming ecosystems.
Network Partners

Smile Coin is designed to work with public, private, and enterprise gaming companies. We are excited to work closely with the following partners to develop the first use cases and look forward to collaborating with other projects seeking to adopt this technology:
Use SMILE on Tomorrow’s Gaming Ecosystems!

→ Learn more on the Smile Coin:

smilecoin.us

→ Chat with the Smile Coin Team:

Discord

→ Join the Community:

Reddit • Twitter • Telegram